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Prologue

In june of this year, Harper’s Magazine carried an editorial by Thomas

Frank decrying the astronomically high cost of tuition at U.S. public and
private universities. Frank did not refer to the anti-tuition-increase protests taking place at the same time in Québec, but the coincidence is striking. What is even more striking is that Frank located debt-creating tuition
fees in the context of the corporatization of education. The corporatization
of education, he more than implied, is a negative force and effective political pushback against it is long overdue: “It is easy to criticize the corporatization of education, since the examples are so plentiful and almost no
one denies that it’s taking place. But criticizing it is different from actually
halting its progress—a political step we seem unable to take” (8).
Frank’s assessment of corporatization is new—not the part about corporatization being criticized, nor about examples being plentiful, but the
part about no one denying that corporatization is taking place. Indeed, the
corporatization of Canadian universities has been underway since at least
the mid 1980s. Throughout this time, several scholars and commentators
on higher education have warned that the university is being reconfigured
by a corporatization agenda and have provided analyses to demonstrate
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how it poses dangers to the university’s public mission and mandate. But
the claim that “no one denies” that corporatization is happening has been
a long time coming. That is what is new.
Is it possible that Frank’s editorial, along with other critical commentaries recently published in prominent magazines and numerous examples
pointing to growing discontent within the academic community, is a sign
that the corporatization of educational institutions has finally moved to
the forefront of political critique? Have we reached the point where the
negative effects of corporatization can less easily be ignored, denied, outmanoeuvred, or, even worse, made acceptable as the only way forward for
academic institutions?
This may be too much to hope for. Nevertheless, the three contributors
to this article embrace this hope. Having contributed to the longstanding
critical scholarly literature on university corporatization in Canada, they
now seek to find, and encourage others to find, new ways forward that will
enable academic institutions such as universities to regain and preserve
their ability to serve their public mission.
In what follows, each contributor first provides a brief description of
how Canadian universities function today—repositioned and reconfigured through three decades of corporatizing pressures. Each description
slices into the corporatized university at a different angle: into the central
values and purposes that guide its daily activities, into the ground floor of
daily routines, and into the precarious position in which their commercial
entanglements have placed them. Together they paint a picture of where
the university now is, how it got there, and what holds it there.1
Following these descriptions, the contributors draw inspiration from
Erik Olin Wright’s recent exhortation to engage in the sociology of the
possible: that is, to fashion alternative futures for the university—“real
utopias”—that can be pursued from within universities as they are today
but that contain the potential to transform the social relations of academic
work in ways that lead to the recovery of the university’s public mission.

1 It should be noted that each of the contributors has a body of work that has

critically analyzed changes that have taken place in the Canadian university
since at least the mid 1980s. Their brief statements here are not intended to
paint a complete picture.
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The Market Model of Education as a Value Program: Sources
of Opposition?
Howard Woodhouse
The basic freedom is that of freedom of mind and of whatever
degree of freedom of action and experience is necessary to
produce freedom of intelligence. (Dewey 404)
In the last twenty-five years, universities in Canada and around the world
have been transformed in ways unimaginable when I first became a faculty member in the 1970s. Serving the needs of the corporate market,
“maximizing global competitiveness,” and meeting the demands of “the
knowledge-based economy” have rapidly replaced the dispassionate search
for knowledge and truth.
The market model currently undermining universities threatens education at its core. The opposition between education’s logic of value and
that of the corporate market can be understood as follows: “The aims and
processes of education and the market are not only distinct, but contradictory” (McMurtry “Education” 38). The contradiction is between education
as a public process whose goal is to share knowledge among those seeking
it and the market’s goal of making ever more money for private individuals
and companies. Janice Newson explains this opposition in the following
terms: “The principles that benefit markets undermine the objectives of
education and conversely, education that achieves its intended purposes
cannot serve well as a marketable commodity” (“Decline” 234). Whereas
private money profits are acquired by “a structure of acquisition that
excludes others from their appropriation … knowledge … is acquired by
a structure of appropriation that … is maximized the more its accumulation is shared by others” (McMurtry “Education” 38).
In Selling Out: Academic Freedom and the Corporate Market, I critically analyze the market model of education and its expunging of the
distinguishing characteristics of university education. This model has generated the dominant narrative of the day and is proclaimed and adopted
as though it were true a priori. “There Is No Alternative” (tina), a mantra
first adopted by Margaret Thatcher, is a position that contradicts rational
and critical debate and the status of universities as seats of learning. As
a result, the market model rules out any alternatives to its own assumed
structure of thinking. Where a value system is closed in this manner, it
becomes a value program.
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A value system is made up of a set of related goods, which are affirmed,
and bads, which are repudiated in both thought and action. These related
goods and bads may be more or less consciously arrived at, but those who
hold them are capable of recognizing the worth represented by other
systems. At times they may even modify their values on the basis of
experience, judgment, intuition, evidence, and argument. A value system
becomes a program, however, where its own assumptions about what
constitutes worth rule out any thought that goes beyond it (McMurtry
Unequal 7, 15).
Consider, for example, a recent statement by the Provost of the University of Saskatchewan, Brett Fairbairn: “We’re a business,” he said, “but
only in the sense that everything is a business … you could say a family
is a business” reducible to the management of “income … expenditures …
[and] resources” (in MacLean). The market’s value program reduces not
only universities but family life to instruments for profit maximization
in a totalizing moment in human affairs. The learning vocation, which
has defined universities, is now systematically passed over in favour of
service functions for the corporate market. Similarly, the affective relations between family members become no more than instruments for
maximizing economic inputs and outputs.2
There is an urgent need to break the stranglehold of this deadening,
inhumane, and counterintuitive conception of human life. As Claire Polster puts it, “we need first to free our imaginations and ourselves from the
constraining mindset and conditions imposed by the corporate university”
(18) in order to assert a collective academic presence capable of resisting
the market model in the name of the university’s educational vocation to
advance learning and disseminate knowledge. Imaginative forms of resistance become imperative as corporate administrations ignore established
governance procedures.
A prime example of the ways in which established governance procedures have been bypassed is the Munk School of Global Affairs at the
University of Toronto. The centre was initiated by a multi-million dollar
donation by the Peter and Melanie Munk Charitable Foundation, which
the u of t is said to have accepted under a legal contract, known as the
Memorandum of Agreement (moa).The moa was adopted without the
2 As Stefan Collini argues: “Most people recognize the standing of such [noneconomic] values in their own lives—they do not care for their partners or their
children in order to generate a profit any more than they admire a beautiful
view or a natural wonder because it increases employment,” “The Threat to our
Universities,” The Guardian, 25 February 2012.
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basic requirement of substantial academic control of decisions regarding
such donations; in particular, it was never presented to the Academic
Board of the Governing Council for review. Rather, it seems to have been
signed on behalf of the Governing Council by President David Naylor and
a Vice-President in November 2009 (Hamel and Valleau “Perils”).
The details of the agreement are hard to determine because of the
secrecy involved. Nevertheless, Paul Hamel and John Valleau managed to
obtain a copy of the moa and provide a critical analysis in The Blue and
White: The University of Toronto Magazine.3 The authors argue that the
entire process of establishing the Munk School poses a systemic threat to
collegial governance, university autonomy, and academic freedom. This
threat is evident not only in the substantial secrecy by means of which
the school was initiated but in the power over its progress exerted by
Peter Munk. In addition, new financial commitments made to the school
on the part of the u of t include increased operating funds and salaries
equivalent to $39 million of endowment funds and the ongoing costs of
maintaining its greatly expanded accommodation. All this is happening
at a time when other programs in the arts and humanities are being cut.4
Hamel and Valleau propose at least two reforms that might ensure
proper academic supervision over corporate donations. The Academic
Council should be composed primarily of academics, not administrators,
and, second, a bicameral structure of governance should be introduced in
order to provide the Academic Council with relative independence from
the Governing Council. This long-term strategy requires changes to the
University Act (Hamel and Valleau “Perils”). In the meantime, however,
the authors have called for the “active supervision by a broadly-based
spectrum of the University’s scholars” (Hamel and Valleau “Rejoinder”),
who would engage in a dialogue about the ways in which corporate donations and partnerships compromise the integrity of the university and
undermine its goal of advancing and disseminating shared knowledge.
3 Hamel and Valleau, “Perils”; for reaction, see David Naylor, “President’s Letter on
Philanthropy at the University of Toronto,” Office of the President, www.president.utoronto.ca/letter-on-philanthropy.htm (10 March 2011); Cheryl Misak,
“A Response to ‘The Perils of Philanthropy: The Case of the Munk School,’ ” The
Blue and White: The University of Toronto Magazine, www.theblueandwhite.
ca /article/2011/02/22/12/38/49/a-response-to-the-perils-of-philanthropy (10
March 2011).
4 Hamel and Valleau, “Perils.” In a 27 July 2011 email to the author, President Naylor
states: “I don’t understand why you are focused on endowment money being
‘channeled towards the Munk School’… the gift didn’t draw down unencumbered
matching funds in the endowment … There is not a single condition in the agreement that poses any threat to academic freedom or institutional autonomy.”
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This group of active scholars would move beyond a discussion of the rules
governing such agreements to a critical assessment of the ways in which
collegial governance and academic freedom could best be used to ensure
the university’s independence from powerful external forces. It is unclear,
however, that a majority of faculty, immersed in their own micro-career
plans, would be willing to defend collegiality and autonomy if this threatened their own status as privileged academics.
Nevertheless, engaging in imaginative discussions about concrete
courses of action could open up what Paulo Freire calls, “the interstices
of freedom” (Pedagogy), those spaces that enable communication currently denied by universities’ corporate structure. While this process may
not be sufficient to stem the tide of the market model of education, it
provides hope that the learning vocation cannot be bargained away. As
Newson puts it, “In my view, the collective project of the university for
these times is the same as it has been for other times: to recover its distinctive educational purpose for all its endeavours—research and scholarship, teaching, and service—in order to infuse the values and practices
of reasoned judgment and critical reflection into every aspect of society”
(“Recovering” 257).

Constraints on Oppositional Practice in the Corporate University
Claire Polster
In the preceding section, Howard Woodhouse provides an insightful critique of the market program that has taken hold within Canadian universities. He notes that a key feature of this, as of any, value program is
that it rules out any alternative to its own assumed structure of thinking.
In previous work, I have explored ways in which the market program is
being normalized within our universities while the spaces for alternative
conceptions of the institution to flourish are being closed down (“Are We”).
Here, I will briefly address ways in which new material conditions being
established in the institution inhibit the realization of alternative visions,
even when people are committed to them. Of the numerous transformations that could be addressed, I focus here on three ways in which the
growth of university administrations, itself both cause and consequence
of the market program, impedes or inhibits alternative or oppositional
action, particularly on the part of faculty members. Such constraints on
the practice, as well as the imaginations, of faculty (and others) will have
to be overcome if resistance to the market program is to succeed.
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The first way in which administrative growth inhibits oppositional
practice is by reducing the material resources available to faculty to do
their work. As university management has grown, and as the scope and
intensity of its work have increased, more and more university funds are
being diverted to administrative purposes (Smith). So too are more support staff, more space, and more senior faculty members who could play
important leadership and mentorship roles within their academic units.
Another resource that is in increasingly short supply is time. Administrative growth has produced a substantial increase in faculty’s non-academic workload. Among other things, academics are increasingly required
to engage, on both continuous and sporadic bases, in various kinds of
reporting work for administrators related to performance evaluations,
unit reviews, environmental scans, et cetera. They are also pulled into
more strategic planning work at various levels of the institution, as well as
public relations, recruitment, and fundraising work. Additionally, faculty
are obliged to participate in more management imposed training and
learning work around new technologies and systems (for example, email,
enrolment management), institutional policies (like diversity, privacy and
liability, health and safety), and administrative expectations (obtaining
grants, privatizing research). By definition, the requirement to do more
with less makes it more difficult for faculty to engage in efforts to realize
alternative visions of the university. However, these new conditions of
academic work inhibit oppositional action in various other ways as well.
For instance, resource constraints help reorganize academics’ traditional priorities, converting resource acquisition from a marginal to a
more central preoccupation and activity. This greater focus on solutions
to, rather than causes of, resource constraints inhibits oppositional action
by promoting adjustment to, if not acceptance of, the status quo. Resource
shortages also reorganize academics’ relations, helping convert them from
colleagues and allies into competitors and entrepreneurs who try to convince administrators to invest resources in them rather than others. This
increased intra-institutional competition may limit resistance to the market program by increasing its costs, as time away from activities that generate (or are rewarded with) resources may not only harm one’s own and/
or one’s units’ immediate situation but may also place resisters and their
associates at a competitive disadvantage that becomes progressively more
difficult to overcome. Resource constraints may further curb oppositional
practice by disrupting the peace of mind that supports academics’ engagement in it. These constraints (and the increased institutional surveillance
that contributes to them) may heighten faculty’s fears of the likelihood
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and implications of retaliation. They also help transform the quality of
the time available to academics by further interrupting, fragmenting, and
disjointing it. This makes it progressively difficult for individuals and collectives to devote the sustained, deep, and patient attention required to
plan effective forms of resistance and to come together to execute them.
The second way in which administrative growth curtails opposition
to the market program is through the progressive regulation of academic
work. As one colleague recently put it, “Nowadays, management mediates
virtually every academic activity.” There are rules to follow when engaging
in funded and unfunded research, developing academic programs, classes,
course materials, and assignments, speaking with the public, organizing
on- and off-campus events, traveling for research or conferences, fundraising, purchasing equipment. Both the fact of this regulation and the nature
of various regulations constrain academics to conform to the market program at the expense of their educational and public serving commitments.
One clear illustration of this can be found in the growing number of
rules governing instructors’ interactions with their students which prioritize corporate concerns about standardization, liability, and risk over
the quality of the education that is provided. For instance, at several universities, faculty can no longer alter course requirements or plans unless
the consent of all students in the class has been obtained. No matter if a
professor thinks up a better way of organizing a course or meeting the
students’ needs, the university’s contract (as expressed through the course
outline) cannot be violated. Many universities are also curbing professors’
discretion in dealing with students, transferring responsibility over such
matters as providing deferrals or resolving suspected cases of academic
dishonesty from faculty to administrators who follow formal, standardized
procedures. Even professors’ ability to innovate in their teaching, such
as by providing students with unconventional learning experiences (and
even some conventional ones like field trips), is being restricted by rules
that are so numerous and onerous as to be prohibitive. Both individually
and cumulatively, these rules serve to subordinate educational and public serving values and practices to market values and practices. While
the former are not completely ruled out by the latter, increasingly they
may be realized only to the degree that they accord with or give primacy
to market values and practices, which often diminishes their scope and
effect. Thus, for example, a professor can still support a troubled student
who plagiarizes; however, instead of offering compassionate guidance and
an opportunity to redo the work, they may now simply encourage the
administrator in charge to go easy on the offender. Similarly, a professor
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can still attempt to tailor their classes to their particular students’ learning
needs, but only if, and to the extent that, the clients to whom they provide
their services agree.
It is worth noting that increased regulation may constrain oppositional
practice in other spheres of academic work, including in research work
(where faculty must gain—and maintain—growing numbers of administrative approvals for their research projects) and in service work, both within
and outside of the institution. Indeed, in some cases, new rules may not
simply inhibit, but prohibit, action based in a non-market conception of
the university and its mission. For instance, many institutions are requiring academics to respect, if not protect, their university’s brand in all their
interactions with the public. These rules allow oppositional practices, such
as public condemnations of unsavoury university partnerships or secret
research deals, to be reframed as institutional transgressions and for the
faculty who engage in them to be reframed as institutional outlaws who
are legitimately sanctioned.
A third way that administrative growth inhibits oppositional practice is
by closing down avenues for academics (and others) to critique, challenge,
appeal, and/or modify institutional policies and decisions. This has been
happening for some time, as administrators take over university policy and
decision-making at the front end, be it by excluding faculty from more
spheres of policy-making outright, displacing collegial decision-making
with various forms of pseudo-consultation, or contracting out key decisions to third parties. Increasingly, however, the space to engage with and
challenge institutional policies and decisions at the back end is also being
closed down. One way this occurs is through the greater technological
mediation of communication that ever-larger administrations promote
if not require. Nowadays, when one has a concern or problem in the university, one seldom deals directly with the senior administrator involved.
More often, one is directed to a website or asked to email an underling
which sets off a series of textual exchanges that, intentionally or not, more
frequently impede than facilitate satisfactory resolution. The growing
use of documentary technologies, such as performance indicators, also
limits faculty’s ability to challenge university policies and decisions by
restricting the quantity and quality of information that may be rendered
accountable and actionable in the institution. For example, many universities are making greater use of standardized, numeric student evaluation
forms to assess and reward teaching. These screen out—and help keep
out—important kinds of information, such as the nature of the class, the
degree of student preparation, or the social characteristics of the instructor,
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that one might want to consider either to enrich the evaluation process
itself or to explain, challenge, or modify a particular assessment and its
attendant consequences.
Finally, critique is being curbed through the increasingly rigid, legalistic, and formalistic application of university policies. Similarly to trends
that have been reported in other countries (see Deem, for example),
interviewees in my ongoing study of Canadian university administration
observed that it is becoming more and more difficult to work things out
with administrators as was done in the past, by finding ways around particular problems or engaging in outside-the-box thinking. This is because
managers are following policy dictates more categorically and literally,
regardless of how inappropriate or harmful they may be either generally
or in particular circumstances. Indeed, several academic informants commented on a growing resistance on the part of administrators even to listen
to academics’ reasons for objecting to policies or proposing alternatives,
using words like “shut down,” “stonewalled,” and even “bullied” to describe
their interactions. While this relatively blunt means of ruling out alternative discourse and practice may help hold the market program in place in
the short term, both it, and the various other developments addressed here,
have the potential to backfire in the long term by intensifying rather than
diminishing the impulse to realize alternative visions of the university. If
and when such pressure builds to a sufficient point, we will need concrete
and effective strategies to harness and direct it. The final section of this
piece aims to help generate some of these.

Endangered or Endangering? The Paradox of Defending the
Public Serving University
Janice Newson
On 19 January 2012, Eastman Kodak, the iconic multinational corporation
based in Rochester, New York, announced that it was filing for bankruptcy.
Listening to a discussion of this fateful news on a Rochester National Public Radio station, my attention was drawn to a commentary that tied the
decline of Eastman Kodak to the corporatization of the university. Adam
Frank, a resident of Rochester and Professor of Physics and Astronomy
at the University of Rochester, addressed his fellow citizens, neighbours,
and friends who were understandably in a state of alarm about their future.
Frank described the silver lining behind Kodak’s gloomy announcement:
“But behind the headlines, there’s something else going on here and it’s
happening in small cities all over the country. Much of the role that indus60 | Newson, Polster, Woodhouse

try used to play in innovation has now shifted to the universities. Kodak
was once the largest employer in this town. Today it’s the University of
Rochester.”
Frank pointed out that the time has passed when companies maintain
their own research labs. Instead, “the free-flowing open-ended exploration
of ideas is really coming from universities now.” This is the new source
of hope for citizens of cities and towns like Rochester, that “for better or
worse, our universities are no longer the ivy-covered cloisters of sheltered
learning. Instead they have become dynamos spinning out new knowledge,
new technologies, new jobs and new hope for the future.”5
To those who began in the early nineteen-eighties to advocate that
universities should focus on promoting the economic success of private
sector corporations,6 Adam Frank’s commentary is proof of the pudding
and then some. Few of these early advocates would have anticipated that
universities, within a few decades, would displace private corporations as
economic dynamos. Their campaign at the time was to remake universities
as handmaidens of private sector corporations, helping them to become
more innovative and globally competitive. To be sure, the characterization
of universities as economic dynamos may not describe all, perhaps not
even the majority, of universities in Canada and elsewhere. What matters,
though, is that current government policies, the investment and research
strategies of major corporate bodies, and the practical decision-making of
administrations and faculty members aim all universities in this direction.
But those of us who have critically challenged this agenda cannot be
surprised that, through their increasing entanglement with powerful market forces, universities have morphed into market forces in their own
right. And even if no more than a handful of universities end up as fully
engaged market players, nevertheless the very process of pursuing policies
and practices designed toward this end undermines, displaces, and seriously endangers the idea and the practice of universities as public serving
educational institutions.
5 In his phrase “for better or worse,” I sensed Adam Frank’s ambivalence toward

the changes that have taken place at the University of Rochester as well as
other similarly positioned universities. I contacted him to ask about this. He
responded that he is indeed ambivalent but that he also believes that the changes
he described are “inevitable,” rooted as they are in the need to quickly move
creative ideas into the marketplace.
6 The Corporate-Higher Education Forum initiated the policy push for universitycorporate partnerships in Canada in 1983, just four years after the similarly
oriented Business-Higher Education Forum was launched in the U.S.
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In fact, listening to Frank’s commentary confirms that many contemporary universities, having already traveled some distance toward
becoming commercially productive enterprises, may have passed a critical
tipping point. For one thing, it has been possible in the past to challenge
policies and practices that redirect the university toward promoting innovation and economic competitiveness, on the grounds that they seriously
undermine the university’s ability and responsibility to serve the public
interest. But now, what the public interest is and how the university serves
it appear to be up for grabs.
For example, Frank’s message of hope implies that the public interest of residents of a mid-sized American city that is about to fall into an
economic abyss is tied to the market successes of an economically and
commercially vibrant university. Closer to home, the recent decision of
the Osgoode Law School Faculty of York University to reject a sixty million dollar donation from Research In Motion (rim) on the grounds that
some of the conditions would violate academic freedom—and thus pose a
threat to the public serving functions of universities—is being presented by
some media outlets, even as I write, as against the interests of the Ontario
public. The idea that the university would best serve the public interest
by cutting this deal with a corporate sponsor is reinforced by the Ontario
government’s recently announced 2012 budget, which calls on members
of the business community to increase investments in public institutions
such as hospitals and universities. The corporatization of the university, as
well as of hospitals and other social service institutions, may appear to an
Ontario public now subject to tough austerity measures to be the saviour
of their interests, rather than a major threat to them.
A second reason that universities may have passed a critical tipping
point is that their commercial pursuits have fostered an increasingly credible view of the university as an endangering institution more than an
endangered one. A climactic segment of The Inside Job, the acclaimed
documentary on the instigators and beneficiaries of the 2008 financial
crisis in the U.S., focused on the crucial role of economics and finance
professors whose theories and ideas justified and in some cases helped to
develop questionable investment instruments that led to the crisis. The
video documents that tens of millions of dollars were acquired by these
academics through consulting and providing other forms of assistance to
the very financial institutions whose business decisions contributed to, if
indeed they did not cause, the crisis. Watching this film, I remembered
that in the late 1980s, after the Canadian federal government had adopted
policies designed to steer universities toward seeking out and serving the
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research needs of corporate clients, university professors were exhorted
to fashion themselves as entrepreneurs, to increase not only the wealth
of their own institutions but also their own wealth. The University of
Waterloo was showcased as the model of academic entrepreneurialism,
developing lucrative partnerships with corporate clients and fostering
numerous successful spinoff companies from which participating faculty
members were financially benefiting (Shore).
Being implicated in the 2008 financial crisis is not the only example
of the corporatized university endangering the public interest. Over the
past decade or so, critical studies of multinational pharmaceutical corporations and chemical corporations such as Monsanto have also uncovered
lucrative relationships between these companies and leading academic
entrepreneurs and even whole academic research units. These relationships have seriously undermined the public’s trust in the university as a
source of reliable knowledge and assessment.
There is at least one irony to all this. As universities intensify their
entanglements with the market, so too do they intensify their own endangerment. In the past, claiming a crucial role in serving the public interest
has helped the university to repel funding cutbacks, unwarranted political
interventions into its affairs, and other kinds of threats to its vibrancy as
an intellectual and educational institution. In response to such threats,
academic defenders of the university typically call for public support by
arguing that university-corporate partnerships and commercial adventures infringe upon academic freedom, or undermine collegial self-governance, or threaten institutional autonomy: these conditions of practice,
they argue, are fundamental to the university’s ability to serve the public
interest.
But this defense becomes less and less credible as the link between
serving the public interest and the real business being conducted in universities grows tenuous. In this context, arguments to preserve academic
freedom, collegialism, and institutional autonomy risk being perceived by
the public as self-serving claims to professional privileges. This thinning
out of public trust in universities presents a new and formidable challenge to those who are trying to mount effective political and intellectual
resistance to ongoing corporatizing and commercializing pressures, a
challenge that needs to be confronted now.
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Imagining and Employing Real Utopias for Universities: A Call
to Action
What will it take to wrest contemporary Canadian universities from the
control of the market value program? In the words of Claire Polster, “we
need first to free our imaginations and ourselves from the constraining
mindset and conditions imposed by the corporate university.” Freeing our
imaginations for such a project deeply relies on our ability to exercise reason. Drawing from the seminal ideas of Alfred North Whitehead, Howard
Woodhouse argues elsewhere that reason is “an integral part of experience
guiding our impulse to imagine alternative possibilities … at the same
time as providing a critique of the visions we entertain” (“Yesterday” 128).
But reason is in short order in the everyday operations of the corporatized university. In fact, faculty members increasingly grumble about the
almost Kafkaesque quality of their working experiences. Feeling virtually
powerless to change or subvert their circumstances, they often use these
experiences as fodder for disparaging the abilities of members of their
university administration.
But reducing the situation to mismanagement or professional incompetence misses an important point. The increasingly complex, often irrational, ineffective, and time-wasting character of a university’s operations
does not result simply from overreaching and interfering administrators.
Rather, it emerges from the concerted imposition of the market value program on academic institutions, the consequences of which have become
deeply embedded in the social relations of academic work. The very nature
of these social relations obstructs faculty members as well as administrators from fulfilling the university’s public mission.
But if we are to regain our universities as credible and socially effective
intellectual resources, we believe that we must engage our imaginations
and our reason to transform these social relations. Although not easy to
do, given the extent to which the market value program limits, even closes
down, our ability to think and act otherwise, we draw inspiration from Erik
Olin Wright’s “real utopias” to propose a few examples of how to proceed.
Wright presents the purpose and benefits of real utopias as follows:
The challenge of envisioning real utopias is to elaborate clearheaded, rigorous, and viable alternatives to existing social institutions that both embody our deepest aspirations for human
flourishing and take seriously the problem of practical design.
Real utopias capture the spirit of utopia but remain attentive
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to what it takes to bring those aspirations to life. What we want
are utopian destinations which, even if they are themselves
unreachable, nevertheless have accessible way-stations that
help move us in the right direction. (37)
Using Wright’s real utopias agenda to loosen the stranglehold that the market value program has gained over universities, we want to inspire similarly
concerned readers to develop real utopias suited to their own situations.
Even with the investment of private capital in university research and
teaching program, public monies still largely fund the Canadian university.
We do not want to abandon this valuable social resource to commercial
enterprises, at least some of which, as Newson argues above, are for purposes that do not serve the public interest. Rather, our aim is to encourage
members of the academic community and the public to begin to reclaim
the university for the public interest.
Below, we offer some examples of real utopias for the university in
order to prime imaginations and set into motion a process of reasoning,
matched by concrete actions, that will begin to reinstate public serving
structures and procedures within our existing universities. They should
not be thought of as isolated or technical add-ons to the current conjuncture but as organic add-ins that aim to fundamentally transform the nature
of the institution and also open spaces and/or build momentum for further
transformation. This means above all that we should not become overly
invested in new projects as ends in themselves but, rather, that we continually critique our experiences and revise our projects to, in Wright’s words,
expand the possibilities for human flourishing. What follows is only a start.

Transforming Social Relations in the Corporatized University:
Examples of Real Utopias
Example One: Alternative Budgeting
One example of a real utopia for universities would be to engage in an
alternative budgeting process within the university, similar to the one
used by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives to produce its annual
Alternative Federal Budget.7 Under this process, various communities
both within and outside of the university would come together to develop
concrete and viable proposals to use existing university resources for
more publicly oriented purposes. There are innumerable ways in which
7 The latest, 2012 Alternative Federal Budget published by the ccpa is available
at www.policyalternatives.ca.
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university funds might be differently employed both to better fulfil the
institution’s commitments and to open up new possibilities for progressive change. For example, rather than investing—or gambling—more and
more resources to help professors compete for external research grants,
university funds might be directly and equitably distributed to academics to support their research, thereby increasing the latter’s productivity
as well as the public’s return on its investment in knowledge production
(Gordon and Poulin). As do the alternative federal budgets, these budgets
would open up discursive space in which to imagine and develop realistic
and achievable alternatives to the market program and provide a useful
tool to carve out greater political space within which to attempt to implement them.
It is worth emphasizing that even though its proposals may not be
adopted in the university, the alternative budget process is valuable in itself.
Among other things, it can inform, educate, and build capacity, commitment, and solidarity on the part of those involved (as well as others), all of
which can be marshalled in subsequent alternative budgeting initiatives
and in other efforts to realize a truly public serving university.

Example Two: Science Shops

Another transformative strategy would be to produce and/or expand on
Canadian university campuses institutions that are similar to the Dutch
science shops.8 Science shops are bodies that connect citizen groups that
cannot afford to sponsor academic research to those professors and students who can help them solve the various technical, economic, environmental, or social problems they face. Institutions like the science shops
have the capacity to transform the corporate university by, among other
things, eschewing the privatization of knowledge (as research results
remain in the public domain) and challenging the university’s emphasis
on income generating research. They also bring the university closer to
the public by encouraging and enabling faculty (and students) to deliver
on their public service obligations and by opening pathways for the public
into the university that allow them to deepen and broaden their connections with its members. Most importantly, these institutions help cultivate
within the public a lived sense of ownership over the university, so that it
is no longer seen as some distant institution that abstractly serves their
needs but as their resource which they are able and encouraged to use.
8 Some such bodies currently exist, including the Office of Community-Based

Research at the University of Victoria and the Faculty of Art’s Community Research Unit at the University of Regina.
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Example Three: Alternative Policy-making Bodies
A third real utopia strategy would be to develop alternative policy-making
bodies in our universities comprised of academics, students, support staff,
physical plant workers, and members of the public. These bodies would
operate outside of established policy-making channels and attempt to
transform existing university relations by building new ones apart from
or around them.
An exciting example of this kind of initiative is the University of Toronto
General Assembly. Rather than working within the institution’s governing
council to shape university policy, assembly members have opted out and
have instead built an autonomous organization that is neither answerable
to, nor reliant on the approval of, administrators. Members are using this
assembly both to generate policy initiatives of their own and to pressure
administrators to respond to their agenda as opposed to simply reacting
to administrators’ agenda (Wang et al; Ward). As in other radically democratic bodies, the process of developing and carrying forward policies in
general assemblies can be messy and contentious. Yet, this approach has
great potential to transform university relations both through assemblies’
own work and through their forming alliances and coordinating efforts
with progressives on traditional university policy bodies, including senates, boards of governors, and faculty associations. These bodies may also
help remedy the apathy and cynicism that are pervasive on our campuses
and help revitalize both a democratic sensibility and the requisite skills to
realize it within, and outside, of our universities.

Example Four: Free Universities

In 1909, Walter Murray, as its first president, declared the University of
Saskatchewan “the people’s university.” Its purpose was to advance learning
and share it with the people of the province for the public good. This tradition largely held true until the 1990s when corporations and governments
combined to make knowledge a private good so as to maximize profits.
And university administrators did little to resist this trend.
In 2001, a small group of faculty supported by the faculty association initiated a series of seminars critical of the ways in which Murray’s
ideal had been compromised. A larger group, including students and staff,
then coalesced around the idea of moving beyond critique to create a
community-based form of higher education. They saw no contradiction
between engaging in teaching outside the University of Saskatchewan and
continuing to work for change within it, emboldened by their experiences
in a different kind of intellectual community.
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As in other
radically
democratic
bodies, the
process of
developing and
carrying
forward
policies in
general
assemblies can
be messy and
contentious.

Following a series of organizational meetings with several community groups, the People’s Free University of Saskatchewan (pfu) opened
its doors in the fall of 2002. Two hundred students between the ages
of twelve and eighty-two from different social classes and ethnic backgrounds enrolled in six courses. Content varied from Aboriginal spirituality to music and politics, Canadian legal and political systems, psychology,
human rights, and literature for personal growth. This initial semester was
so successful that winter courses ranging in length from four to twelve
weeks started in March of 2003 on such topics as globalization, human
ecology, health care ethics, music, psychology, and community building.
In the fall term, three courses were offered on scientists questioning science, building global consciousness, and public law in Canada, as well as
a series of café discussions on such topics as alternative budgets, politics
in the city, factory farming, the criminalization of dissent, and agriculture
in the global marketplace. In the winter of 2004, courses on astronomy
and Canadian law were given in addition to café discussions on music,
poetry, and civic politics.
The pfu provided learning experiences to anyone regardless of their
ability to pay. Not only were courses offered free of charge, but a philosophy of inclusiveness was adopted: “Everyone can learn, everyone can
teach.” In practice, this meant that qualified people from the community
as well as recognized university teachers provided learning opportunities
to many adults who could not otherwise afford higher education. Courses
took place in a variety of accessible locations, and those offered at St
Thomas Wesley United Church in one of the poorest core neighbourhoods of Saskatoon attracted the largest number of students during the
first semester. Public lectures and forums as well as hands-on workshops
on gardening, composting, success in the workplace, and putting together
a resumé and learning portfolio were scheduled in the spring and fall of
2003. A conscious effort to balance practical and theoretical subjects in
ways that appealed to the interests of students was a cornerstone of the
pfu. While this experiment in community-based higher education lasted
for only two years, it concretized a vision of an open university beyond
fees and bureaucracies that has taken root elsewhere in Canada, the U.S.,
and Europe.9
These real utopias are a beacon of hope, providing light for those of us
working in the dark caves of the corporate university.
9 For further analysis of the pfu and the tradition of alternative universities, see
Woodhouse, Selling Out 244–65; Woodhouse “Learning for Life: The People’s
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